
Where:
● Graph nodes are users.
● Edges contain the connected user similarity and 

represent user neighbourhood.
● The nodes' blue lines indicate user ratings (signals).

The Performance of Total Variation Regularizer for Recommender Systems

● Simple recommender systems are shown to perform better than 
state-of-the-art recommender systems on some metrics [3].

● Collaborative filtering is a simple, widely adopted technique for 
recommender systems [1].

● The collaborative filtering problem can be solved by interpolating missing 
user ratings over user similarity graphs.

● Total variation is a graph regularizer applied in the field of graph signal 
processing, that can interpolate missing values over graphs [2].

“How does the total variation regularizer perform for user 
k-nearest neighbours collaborative filtering?”

2. Research Question

Implement Collaborative Filtering with Total Variation.
● Construct user similarity graphs (Figure 1).
● Solve total variation equation (1) for each item.

Measure Performance on MovieLens 100k data set [5]
● Accuracy: Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE).
● Top-n recommendations: Recall@n (REC@n) and 

Precision@n (Prec@n).

Experiment and Compare
● Graph construction - directed vs undirected similarity 

graphs.
● Accuracy vs top-n recommendation performance.
● Compare to the performance of traditional 

collaborative filtering (UserKNN).

4. Methodology

Where:
● x̂ - Estimated ratings for movie i.
● U  - Users. 
● yi  - Observed (training) ratings for movie i.
● µ  - Trade-off factor.
● Anorm - Normalized user similarity matrix.
● xi - Rating predictions for movie i.
● C - Binary selection matrix which masks the unknown values.

● Total variation (UserTV) outperforms collaborative filtering (UserKNN) on RMSE by 
4.68%.

● UserKNN performs better for top-n recommendations, increasing precision@5 and 
precision@10 by 2.20% and 1.42%, respectively.
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● Total variation performs similarly to collaborative filtering, with improvements in RMSE 
and a decrease in precision.

● However, the performance of total variation increases for bigger recommendation lists.

● Total variation indicates a consistent balance between RMSE, precision and recall.

6. Conclusion

● Extensive research into user similarity calculations and their effects on total variation.

● Investigation into item-specific similarity graphs and their effects on total variation 
performance.

● Measurements of diversity and novelty of the recommendations provided by total 
variation.

7. Future Work

● Collaborative filtering predicts user-movie ratings using the ratings of 
their most similar users [4].

● We use Pearson Correlation coefficient to calculate user similarities [4].
● User similarities are used to construct the user similarity graph, displayed 

in Figure 1.
● Total variation interpolates the missing ratings over the graph by solving 

equation (1) [6].

3. User Graph Collaborative Filtering 

Equation (1): Total Variation Regularizer [6] 

Figure 1: User Similarity Graphs

5. Results
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